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Abstract

The use of an ultracold neutron interferometer incorporating an electrostatic

accelerator having a strong electric field gradient to accelerate neutrons by their possible

electric dipole moment is proposed as a method of measuring the neutron electric dipole

moment. The method appears to have the possibility of extending the sensitivity of the

measurement by several orders of magnitude, perhaps to 10"30 e-cm.
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The neutron's electric dipole moment (EDM) remains one of the most-wanted

constants of nature because it provides a sensitive measure of lime-reversal asymmetry and

because different fundamental theories of the strong and electro-weak interactions predict

sharply different values of the EDM, mostly in the range from 10"23 to 10"32e-cm.

Experimentally, Ramsey and collaborators^ and Lobashov and collaborators2) have now

refined their magnetic resonance techniques to a sensitivity of several times 10~26 e-cm, but

their observed EDM remains indistinguishable from zero. It may be anticipated that their

sensitivity will improve gradually over the next several years, possibly with systematic errors

dominating the uncertainties.

We have been exploring some speculative new concepts for an EDM measurement

based on ultracold neutron interferometry. Our ideas have so far been developed only on the

conceptual level, and incompletely even there. To demonstrate their feasibility would require

dramatic advances in neutron interferometry. However, recent achievements in short-

wavelength interferometrv3'4'^'6) encourage the hope that the needed advances may not be

impossible. The hoped-for benefit would be that ultracold neutron interferometry may extend

the available sensitivity to the 10'30 e-cm regime, or one may at least have a competitive

experiment with entirely different systematic errors. For those reasons, and because these

newly formulated ideas may benefit from exposure, it seems useful to present this progress

report.

To measure the EDM by neutron interferometry is not an entirely new idea. In 1982,

Anandan7) proposed that one might send longitudinally polarized neutrons through a Mach-

Zehnder (two-arm) interferometer, with a longitudinal electric field E in one arm. The partial

wave in that arm would acquire an additional phase A$=}lQEL/flV, where V is the neutron

velocity, L is the effective length of the field region and J l e is the value of the EDM. He

projected a possible sensitivity around 10'23 e-cm by straightforward interferometry, and

possibly 100 times better with additional tricks.



In all these experiments, the difficulty is measured in part by the magnetic dipole

moment >tm * whose value in symmetric (Gaussian) units is 2* 10"14 e-cm, at least twelve

orders of magnitude bigger than the EDM. There is always a magnetic guide field Q to

maintain the polarization, typically around .001 gauss, which is equivalent to 0.3 volt/cm.

Phase shift and precession rates are proportional to ( ) l m • B+ J i e • E). With Ji e equal to

10"26 e-cm, the magnetic term dominates the electric one for electric Fields less than 10

volt/cm. In addition, a moving neutron in an electric field has a J l m *(v /c )*E interaction

which will be three to seven orders of magnitude greater than the J l e • E term at velocities

around 1 m/sec. This "moving magnet" term cannot be isolated by reversing the electric

field direction, but must be made ineffective by averaging out V*E.

In our concept (Fig.1),"a'transversely polarized neutron, moving in the x direction,

enters an "accelerator" containing an electric field gradient which serves to produce an

accelerating force j l e G x (9E x / 9x ) . The neutron remains in the accelerator for about eight

minutes, during which time its velocity and position become correlated with thespin

component Cfx. With a positive field gradient and positive Jie, the field gradient acts to give

a positive acceleration to the wave function component with <7X
=+1 and and a negative

acceleration to that with Ox-~ 1. so that the neutron's wave packet separates coherently into

two overlapping pieces whose Vx and X separations increase proportionately to the time and

its square, respectively. After the neutron leaves the accelerator, the velocity separation is

amplified with the help of gravity and finally converted into a measurable phase difference

A $ in a horizontal drift space. In this concept, the two partial waves replace the two

separated arms of a conventional interferometer. These two partial waves have virtually

identical trajectories, nanometers apart, and that should suppress adventitious phase

differences that could arise with separated trajectories. The phase difference A$ measures

the electric dipole moment.

One possible implementation of this concept is shown in Fig. 2. One could introduce

a batch of 100,000 UCN (ultracold neutrons: velocities less than 7 m/sec) in a volume of



5000 cm3, once each eight minutes8>. The accelerator will trap about 250 of these which

have appropriate velocities. We estimate that 10 UCN per batch will survive to reach the

counters at the end of the interferometer.where A $ is measured. We assume an electric field

gradient of 1,000,000 V/m2.

Simply trapping the UCN in a closed box does not work. They would indeed be

accelerated by the electric field gradient, but reflection from the end walls would reverse the

signs of A V x and Ax, preventing the accumulation of a "large" (~ 250 fm) separation of the

partial wave packets in the accelerator.

The dihedral roof in shown in Fig. 2 serves to reverse the velocity Vx gently through

many reflections, without reversing of substantially reducing AX and Av x . The slope is

exaggeratedI in the figure; we calculate that a good angle would be around 0.6 degree. This

will retain neutrons with j Vx j <C 0.5 m/sec, and a typical neutron will strike the roof half a

dozen times to turn around. The accelerator is one meter deep in the y direction (into the

page), and that gives the neutrons about one second to fill the accelerator before the gate is

closed behind them. A possible configuration for the electrodes to provide the field gradient

is shown in Fig. 3.

After eight minutes, the gate on the bottom of the accelerator is opened and the

neutrons fall into a dispersion amplifier consisting of a 60 cm vertical drop followed by a 45

degree mirror. This converts the Ax they acquired in the accelerator into a Av^ around 500

fin/sec, several hundred times the A Vx acquired in the accelerator itself,

Upon reflection from the 45-degree mirror, the neutrons enter a drift space about 2.5

meters long with movable minors at either end. There, they are retained for eight minutes

and travel about 1.5 km, while the velocity difference between the two partial waves is

converted into a phase shift A $ proportional to the EDM. For lO'30 e-cm, A $ would be

about 0.1 radian with the parameters used here. The dispersion amplifier and drift space



taken together

resemble a vertic

Cdlella-Overhauser-Werner interferometer9).

(resemble a vertically compressed and horizontally expanded version of the

Fig/ra^umestheuseofaMac^ That

technique to measure A $ has been demonstrated successfully by Summhammer et al4), and

has the advantages and disadvantages of spatially separating the two partial waves. In

practise, one would probably use a much simpler polarimeter.

Assuming 10 neutrons per bunch, the statistical error can be made negligible a* the

1Q-3D fern level in running times on the order of a week.

Obviously, this would be an expensive experiment and would entail daunting

engineering difficulties as well as difficulties in principle. A major difficulty is that the

gradient of the ] l m • (v7c)*E term in the Hamiltonian leads to accelerations several orders

of magnitude greater than the effect to be measured, and those accelerations cannot be

distinguished from the EDM effect by reversing the electric field. In the geometry discussed

here, the critical term is Vy(9E z /3x) . The antisymmetries of the electric field gradient,

combined with the symmetry of the velocity distribution, are estimated to reduce this term to

tolerable size even for an EDM smaller than 10*30 e-cm. In the present design, those

estimates require the accelerator to be built with optical precision.

The magnetic guide field creates time-dependent phase shifts and its small gradients

may produce accelerations. Both of these effects could be suppressed by frequent reversals

of the guide field, perhaps at SO hz. The extent of the consequent depolarization of the

neutrons needs to be determined by experiment. Several strategies are available for

mitigating the depolarization. One might, for instance, limit the high frequency field

reversals to the approximately one second unloading time of the drift space and have only a
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few field reversals during the eight minutes residence in the accelerator. The guide-field

effects are threatening only in their variation from neutron to neutron, and moreover can

possibly be subtracted out simply by reversing the electric field. In addition, there will of

course be the usual problems associated with other unwanted magnetic fields that will have to

be controlled by shielding, possibly superconducting, and other techniques,

The magnetic effects of leakage currents from the electrodes cannot necessarily be

controlled by reversing the electric field. The high sensitivity of this experiment may make it

possible to use lower fields than the magnetic resonance experiments used. Since leakage is

probably non-linear, this may be a significant advantage. On the other side, we may have to

turn the fields on and off at every cycle, depending in part upon the details of the geometry,

For our estimates, we assumed ninety percent loss of neutrons to leakage and

ineleastic scattering. Major advances in UCN technology will be required to achieve that and

for other reasons as well.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Nuclear Physics

Division, under contract W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A possible UCN interferometer configuration for measuring the EDM. The plane

of the figure is horizontal. Neutrons are polarized along the guide field direction.

Fig. 2 Neutron flow diagram. The plane of the figure is vertical. The rotatable mirror in

the dispersion amplifier is open. The arrows in the channels represent neutron flow

direction, not spin. The accelerator is one meter deep perpendicular to the page.

Fig. 3 Isometric sketch of the accelerator. The 45 degree mirror is shown in the

dispersion amplifier position. It is rotated -aO-dcuimr to load UCN, Electrodes

marked V (H) are in the vertical (horizontal) plane.
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